
to that!!

Welcome to 'From THIS to THAT' - a blog written by the people and for the people (that's you!) to
showcase some of your coolest design changes in and to your homes! So far we have showcased three
indoor projects - and man have they been great! THIS month we are pivoting just a little to showcase
this beautiful EXTERIOR change - the coveted painted brick!  In future months we are going to show
some other exterior changes such as a change from hardboard to hardiplank as well as a full blown
addition of a front porch. When I helped my clients, and now dear friends, Billy and Callie purchase
their home in 2020, one of the things Callie said to me was, "I really always love a light brick home but
I know that's something that can be changed."  This was fantastic because not many people in today's
day in age can picture what is not in front of them. In addition, what I told her the other day was that
I was SO happy she made this change, something she has always wanted, so quickly.  You would not
believe the number of clients I talk to as we get ready to sell their home tell me, "well, I had planned
to do x, y, and z but never got around to it...wish I did." Not only do these changes bring a significant
return on investment, but even better, to do them early means you can actually ENJOY these changes
as you live in the home.  Moral of the story - if you can help it, DON'T WAIT to make the changes to
your home!!  So, sit back and enjoy this month's rendition of FROM THIS to THAT and never hesitate
to reach out to us if you want us to help you get started on one of your OWN personal home projects!!  

Your Makeover Enthusiast,

jb.



Nothing says "curb appeal" quite like white brick.  My sweet buyers Callie and Billy knew this
from the start and had a vision for their home before we even found them a home. In the world
of limited inventory and inflated housing prices, Callie and Billy were very aware that this was
not the market for beggers to be choosers and with an eye for design, Callie knew as we looked
at homes, those things that could be changed eventually vs. the things that could not (i.e.
location, layout, structure, and basic bones of the home.)

Callie is the researcher upon all researchers and certainly did her homework before embarking
on this project. She knew the pros and cons to painting brick, the risk for upkeep, had read all
the "painting brick gone wrong" blog posts she could find, and pinned all the inspirational
painted brick posts on Pinterest that she could muster during her kids' naptimes. 

When I talk to buyers, the number one concern for those who want a painted brick is the
upkeep.  Of course Callie and Billy had the same concerns. If you're a Richmond home design
enthusiast though you may remember the most talked about DIY Richmond bloggers who paved
the way (and blogged daily about the process), Shery and John from YOUNG HOUSE LOVE.
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John and Sherry, creators
and owners of Young

House Love painted their
Salisbury brick home all

white back in 2018 and lived
to blog all about it. If you
wish to read more of their

process, check out
https://www.younghouselo
ve.com/painting-our-brick-

house-white/
 

Note: She's super funny and
they get paid to blog so
please don't compare my
write-up to theirs :). Kay,

great, thanks.



The high pH in Romabio’s Masonry Flat Paint makes it alkaline, which makes it naturally
mold-resistant, meaning we should get LESS of that green haze have little to no mold and
mildew issues that John has been pressure-washing off of the house each year.

It CAN be pressure-washed, although the painter advised us to use low pressure – just like
you would on any other painted surface

It has a 20-year warranty, meaning we shouldn’t have to repaint for at least a couple of
decades (!!) – word on the street is that it often lasts for 30+ years which amazes us to no end

The reason it has such an insanely long warranty (and is guaranteed to never chip or peel) is
because it’s just as breathable as brick. Our painter said “it’s literally like painting brick with
brick.” Isn’t that crazy and so cool?!

All of their products are sold concentrated & are completely non-toxic (by contrast,
traditional acrylic paints have water already in them, but to increase their shelf life, they
have to add more chemicals to stabilize them).

And – here’s my new favorite feature – it has a FLAT FINISH, which is SO RIDICULOUSLY
LUXE LOOKING."

Callie and Billy ended up following in the steps of John and Sherry when choosing which paint to
use.  This part is probably the most critically important part of the whole process. Straight from
the mouth of Sherry, "My research (and a lot of you) kept pointing me in the direction of
Romabio’s Masonry Flat Paint and we can totally see why. The main thing is that it’s a MINERAL
paint that’s made specifically for brick, stone, stucco, etc – and not a traditional LATEX paint.
Latex paints seal brick which can trap moisture and cause damage, but this mineral paint lets
the brick breath like it needs to. It’s essentially more like a stain (hooray for durability and better
performance!) but it has an opaque painted looking finish, which is the look we wanted." And
here are the other benefits:
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Callie and Billy took a road trip to Cardinal Home Center in Charlottesville, Va to pick up the
paint and create their custom color. Although Romabio does have some stock colors, you can
customize the paint to any color of your choosing - including matching regular indoor/outdoor
paint colors. They came home with some samples and chose a white color that was approximately
50% white dove and 50% of the Bianco White, Romabio's pure white.  As you know, there are more
white paint colors than particles of Pollen in Virginia right now, so being able to put samples on
the home was a huge benefit to find the look they were going for.

Although they considered using the same painter that John and Sherry used because...well, you
know, if the wheel ain't broke.....when they realized that this painter was flown into town, possibly
on a private jet (I just made that up), and included an all expense paid for weekend (I made that
part up, too), it became apparent this painter was probably going to cost a little more than the
others. That being said, they narrowed down to three different painters who all brought their own
level of challenges but also skills. Short Pump Painters ended up completing the work with an all-
in-all timeframe of just under 1 week from start to finish (once the work started ;)).
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Note the hardiplank on the side of the
home. Callie and Billy opted to use the
same Romabio paint to ensure the
color matched exactly. They could have
chosen to match the color at any local
paint store and utilize a regualar
exterior paint product on this part of
the home. Most would not notice the
color variation, but Callie was
concerned she would and I have to say
I would worry the same!

Pro Tip - find a painter that knows this
product well. There is a method to
using this product which includes
hosing down the brick prior to applying
it and painting the home in this
manner one section at a time. When
one painter, who was experienced,
started painting the brick while it was
still dry, Callie and Billy pivoted to find
someone who would apply it correctly.



Billy and Callie also painted all the shutters black, the front door black, and replaced the lights on
either side of the garage (Garage lights called: Richmond Lanterns, imagine that!, purchased at
Shades of Light) to finish out this traditional to contemporary makeover.  

MATERIALS: They had to purchase 3 buckets (4-gallons each) of the Romabio Bio Grip Micro
Primer for the hardiplank and 8 buckets of the Romabio Masonry Flat Paint for the
brick/hardiplank.  The hardiplank required one coat of primer and one coat of paint. The brick
required 2 coats of paint but no primer.  They supplied all the materials themselves - although
the painter didn't require this - Callie and Billy wanted to be sure the right custom color was
ordered.

COSTS: Total cost for the materials amounted to approximately $2,000-$2500. Labor included,
the total cost for this brick transformation was approximately $15,000.  

I will tell you, from a realtor perspective, this is one of those updates that I certainly believe will
be a positive investment.  What buyers are often willing to pay for a painted brick home, that
heightened curb appeal, particularly in a neighborhood filled with mostly red brick homes, will
exceed the cost to make this change. As stated above, many buyers cannot see what is not in front
of them. To drive up to this beautiful white brick colonial in a sea of traditional homes, will give
future buyers an initial first impression that will inherently drive up the value of the home to
them. Best Part?! Callie and Billy get to enjoy it and get that same feeling every time they drive
home until they choose to move. WELL PLAYED, TEAM -- we call this a win, win, win!!!
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